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 n The slow recovery from the 
Great Recession has reduced 
job opportunities across 
the economy.

 n Many workers also face challeng-
es from rising automation over 
the past generation. The U.S. and 
most developed countries have 
seen jobs in low-skill and high-
skill occupations expand at the 
expense of middle-skill positions.

 n Government policies have 
exacerbated these challenges. 
Excessive occupational licensing 
restricts the job opportunities 
and wages of many workers.

 n In general, workers’ pay rises in 
tandem with their productivity. 
Congress can expand opportu-
nity by helping workers become 
more productive.

 n Such policies include improving 
public education, reducing the 
cost of higher education, and 
removing policy barriers that 
prevent workers from using their 
skills more productively.

Abstract
The Great Recession and technological changes have created serious 
economic challenges for many workers. Government policies, such as 
excessive occupational licensing, have further restricted job oppor-
tunities. Current policies have failed workers. However, workers’ pay 
closely follows their productivity. To help workers, Congress should 
pursue policies that increase their skills, while eliminating barriers 
that prevent them from using their existing skills more productively.

Workers face many challenges in the aftermath of the Great 
recession. Wages and job opportunities have grown slowly 

since the recovery began five years ago, while technology continues 
to change the nature of work. While many workers enjoy opportu-
nities unimaginable a generation ago, many others feel the economy 
has left them behind.

Policies that make employees more skilled and productive could 
help these workers get ahead. Average compensation has closely 
tracked workers’ productivity in the postwar era.

regrettably, government policies have added to employment woes 
by creating labor cartels. excessive occupational licensing makes it 
difficult for dislocated workers to apply for many jobs. reduced com-
petition from the unemployed raises the earnings of license holders at 
the expense of job opportunities and higher prices for everyone else. 
Such labor cartels hurt the economy and most workers.

To help workers get ahead, policymakers should remove these 
licensing barriers and focus on increasing worker productivity. 
eliminating these distortions driven by special interests would help 
more workers to realize the American dream.

This paper, in its entirety, can be found at http://report.heritage.org/bg2962
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The 21st-Century U.S. Labor Market
The U.S. labor market deteriorated significant-

ly during the Great recession. between April 2008 
and October 2009, the unemployment rate doubled 
from 5.0 percent to 10.0 percent—the highest rate in 
more than three decades. During that time employ-
ers shed 8 million net jobs.1

Sluggish Recovery from the Great Reces-
sion. Unlike after previous severe recessions, the 
labor market did not quickly bounce back after the 
Great recession. It took five years after the recov-
ery’s onset for the unemployment rate to fall to 
6.3 percent—the highest rate after the 2001 reces-
sion. It also took five years for total employment to 
return its pre-recession level.2 This is the slowest job 
recovery on record in the postwar era. It still takes 
unemployed workers an average of more than seven 
months to find new work.3

Yet even these lackluster figures overstate the 
economy’s health. Labor force participation plunged 
during the recession and continued dropping in the 
recovery. Fewer Americans have a job or are looking 
for work now than at any point since the 1970s—a 
time when far fewer women worked outside the 
home. Demographic changes explain less than a 
quarter of this decrease. The labor force would swell 
by 5.4 million workers if those who dropped out of 
the labor force for non-demographic reasons began 
looking for work.4 Overall, the economy remains 
weaker than the unemployment rate suggests.

behind this labor market sluggishness lies a sig-
nificant slowdown in job creation. Unemployment 

surged in 2008 and 2009 as many companies laid off 
employees en masse and curtailed hiring. Job losses 
quickly subsided after the recession ended, actually 
falling below pre-recession levels. However, hiring 
rates only partially recovered. Quarterly job cre-
ation remains 5 percent below pre-recession levels.5 
entrepreneurs are starting fewer new businesses, 
while existing business owners continue to expand 
at slower rates.

Overall, the economy remains weaker 
than the unemployment rate suggests.

many factors contributed to the hiring slowdown. 
The collapse of the housing bubble and the ongoing 
economic weakness in the european Union would 
put a damper on the U.S. economy regardless of what 
American policymakers did, but congress has added 
to the problem. The Affordable care Act (Obam-
acare) has significantly raised the cost of health 
insurance, especially for small businesses whose 
health care exchanges face many of the same prob-
lems as the individual market. The Federal reserve’s 
beige book reports have frequently reported busi-
ness owners citing the rising cost of health care as 
a reason for curtailed their hiring.6 Federal reserve 
surveys also find between one-sixth and one-fourth 
of manufacturers reporting that the law caused 
them to reduce hiring.7 The Dodd–Frank Act has 
also significantly increased the cost to businesses of 

1. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Household and Payroll Surveys / Haver Analytics.

2. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, “The Employment Situation: Household Survey,” Table A-1 / Haver Analytics. The 
unemployment rate hit 6.3 percent in April 2014, while in May 2014 total nonfarm employment exceeded its January 2008 peak.

3. Ibid., Table A-12.

4. James Sherk, “Not Looking for Work: Why Labor Force Participation Has Fallen During the Recovery,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder  
No. 2722, September 5, 2013, Table 4,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2013/09/not-looking-for-work-why-labor-force-participation-has-fallen-during-the-recession.

5. Heritage Foundation calculations using data from U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Business Employment Dynamics,” 
Tables 1–3 / Haver Analytics.

6. James Sherk, “Proof That Obamacare Is Hurting the Economy,” The Daily Signal, October 22, 2013,  
http://dailysignal.com/2013/10/22/proof-that-obamacare-is-hurting-the-economy/ (accessed September 19, 2014); James Sherk and  
J. J. Denevey, “Obamacare Is Already Reducing Employment,” The Daily Signal, February 3, 2014,  
http://dailysignal.com/2014/02/03/federal-reserve-finds-obamacare-reducing-employment/ (accessed September 19, 2014).

7. Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, “August 2014 Business Outlook Survey,”  
http://www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/regional-economy/business-outlook-survey/2014/bos0814.cfm  
(accessed September 19, 2014), and Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, “Texas Manufacturing Outlook Survey,”  
http://www.dallasfed.org/microsites/research/surveys/tmos/2014/1408/specquest.cfm (accessed September 19, 2014).
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accessing capital markets.8 Small-business owners 
now cite taxes and government regulations and red 
tape as their two greatest problems.9

Fewer companies hiring puts less pressure on 
businesses to raise wages. Since the recovery began, 
average hourly compensation has risen only 2 per-
cent faster than inflation.10 The weak economy has 
made it much harder for Americans to get ahead.

Technology and the Labor Market. These 
struggles come on top of underlying changes in the 
nature of work. Technology has enabled business-
es to automate routine tasks that once required 
human labor. Programmers can break down 
many jobs into well-defined tasks that machines 
repeat quickly and accurately. Today, spreadsheets 
instantly complete calculations that once took 
accountants hours. robots on the assembly line do 
much of the work that humans formerly performed. 
These technological changes have significantly 
changed the labor market.

Since 1980, relative employment in routine occu-
pations has dropped sharply while relative employ-
ment in non-routine occupations has surged.11 In 
other words, a smaller proportion of workers per-
form jobs involving doing the same thing over and 
over, while a larger proportion do jobs that can 
change significantly from moment to moment.

In part, economists attribute this shift to “skill-
biased technological change.” In english, this 
means that technology makes skilled workers even 
more productive so employers want to hire more of 
them. An engineer working with drafting software 
can design better systems than one using a pencil 
and paper. manufacturers today need more techni-
cians to keep the robots running. As technology has 

made skilled workers more productive, their wages 
and employment levels have risen. between 1980 
and 2005, the proportion of workers in occupations 
above the 60th percentile of skills (in 1980) grew 
considerably. Over this period, wages in these jobs 
also rose rapidly.12

contrary to the skill-biased technological change 
hypothesis, employment and wages also grew rapid-
ly in the least skilled occupations. The proportion of 
workers in occupations below the 15th percentile of 
skills (in 1980) expanded sharply between 1980 and 
2005. For example, relative employment in truck 
driving, food service, and child care rose signifi-
cantly. Wages in these occupations also rose faster 
than average.13 At the same time the proportion of 
workers in moderately skilled occupations (between 
roughly the 15th and 60th percentiles) fell.14 Infla-
tion-adjusted wages in these jobs grew slower than 
average. economists term this growth of high-skill 
and low-skill occupations “job polarization.”

Technology has not significantly increased the 
productivity of truck drivers or child care workers. 
So why did demand for their services grow?

computers can automate many routine tasks, 
both manual (e.g., the assembly line) and cognitive 
(e.g., accountants). These jobs tend to lie in the mid-
dle of the skill distribution. but computers cannot 
yet automate many non-routine tasks, both abstract 
(e.g., conducting a public relations campaign) or 
manual (e.g., cleaning a hotel room). Automation 
reduces the relative demand for routine skills and 
thus increases the relative demand for non-routine 
skills—of both types. Americans might want the lat-
est iPhone app, but they also still want to eat out and 
stay in hotels. computers still cannot perform these 

8. Norbert J. Michel and John L. Ligon, “Basel III Capital Standards Do Not Reduce the Too-Big-to-Fail Problem,” Heritage Foundation 
Backgrounder No. 2905, April 23, 2014,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2014/04/basel-iii-capital-standards-do-not-reduce-the-too-big-to-fail-problem.

9. William C. Dunkelberg and Holly Wade, “NFIB Small Business and Economic Trends,” July 2014,  
http://www.nfib.com/Portals/0/PDF/sbet/sbet201407.pdf (accessed September 19, 2014).

10. Heritage Foundation calculations using data from U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Productivity and Costs: Nonfarm 
Business Sector” / Haver Analytics. Inflation was adjusted using the implicit price deflator. Figures are for the period between Q3 2009 and 
Q1 2014 and represent total real hourly compensation growth over that period—not annualized growth rates.

11. David H. Autor and Brendan Price, “The Changing Task Composition of the US Labor Market: An Update of Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2003),” 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, June 21, 2013, p. 5, Table 1, http://economics.mit.edu/files/9758 (accessed August 8, 2014).

12. David H. Autor and David Dorn, “The Growth of Low-Skill Service Jobs and the Polarization of the US Labor Market,” American Economic 
Review, Vol. 103, No. 5 (August 2013), p. 1554, Figure 1, http://economics.mit.edu/files/1474 (accessed August 8, 2014).

13. Ibid.

14. Ibid.
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jobs. This shift in relative demand raised the relative 
pay and employment in less skilled, but non-routine, 
manual occupations as well as in highly skilled non-
routine cognitive jobs.15

While many liberals would like to blame job 
polarization on the free market and the decline of 
labor unions, leading liberal academics reject these 
claims. Writing about job polarization for the left-
wing center for American Progress, mIT economist 
David Autor finds that these labor market changes 
have occurred not just in America, but around the 
developed world. Indeed, many european countries 
experienced greater job polarization over the past 
generation than America did. For example, Germa-
ny and Sweden have more state interference in their 
economies than America, yet their job markets have 
polarized more sharply.16

For the same reason, Autor does not attribute 
polarization to falling union density. Union member-
ship did not decline as quickly in many eU nations 
as in America, but these countries’ labor markets 
polarized just as strongly. Furthermore, job polar-
ization occurred across the U.S. economy, not just in 
formerly heavily unionized occupations.17 Liberals 
who argue increasing union strength or government 
regulations would reverse these trends do not have 
the facts on their side. The effects of technology on 
the labor market transcend national boundaries and 
government policy.

New Opportunities and Challenges for Work-
ers. On balance, these changes in the labor market 
have benefited workers. Over the past generation, 
growth in high-skill, high-wage jobs considerably 
exceeded growth in less-skilled, low-wage jobs. The 
economy creates more “good jobs” now than a gen-
eration ago.18 consequently, compensation has risen 

for most workers. The earnings of nonelderly house-
holds in the middle quintile have risen by more than 
a fifth since 1979.19 moreover, the increased rela-
tive demand for less-skilled workers has consider-
ably raised their pay. congressional budget Office 
data show that between 1979 and 2010 average real 
compensation rose by more than 40 percent among 
the bottom quintile of nonelderly households.20 
The economy creates better opportunities for low-
skilled workers than it used to create.

Over the past generation, growth  
in high-skill, high-wage jobs 
considerably exceeded growth in  
less-skilled, low-wage jobs.

Furthermore, substituting robots for workers on 
the assembly line automated many of the most dan-
gerous jobs that people once performed. Workplace 
injury and death rates have fallen sharply in recent 
decades.21 Automating routine tasks has removed 
some danger and drudgery of work.

Nonetheless, these changes have hurt many 
workers, particularly moderately skilled employ-
ees in routine jobs. many middle-class workers who 
would have worked on an assembly line or in a cleri-
cal position can no longer find those jobs. The total 
number of high school graduates working in manu-
facturing dropped by more than a third between 
1992 and 2009. The number of high school dropouts 
working for manufacturers dropped by almost half 
during the same period. Simultaneously, manu-
facturing employment of workers with advanced 

15. Ibid.

16. David Autor, “The Polarization of Job Opportunities in the U.S. Labor Market,” Center for American Progress and The Hamilton Project,  
April 2010, pp. 16–18, http://economics.mit.edu/files/5554 (accessed August 8, 2014).

17. Ibid., p. 14.

18. Autor and Dorn, “The Growth of Low-Skill Service Jobs,” p. 1554, Figure 1, Panel A.

19. Inflation-adjusted compensation rose 25 percent among the middle quintile of nonelderly households with children. In the middle quintile 
of nonelderly households without children, real total compensation rose 20 percent. Congressional Budget Office, “The Distribution of 
Household Income and Federal Taxes, 2010,” December 2013, supplemental data, Tables 14 and 16, http://www.cbo.gov/publication/44604 
(accessed August 8, 2014).

20. Ibid. Inflation-adjusted compensation rose 25 percent among the middle quintile of nonelderly households with children. In the middle quintile 
of nonelderly households without children, real total compensation rose 20 percent.

21. James Sherk, “A Good Job Is Not So Hard to Find,” Heritage Foundation Center for Data Analysis Report No. 08–04, July 17, 2008, p. 14, Chart 13, 
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2008/06/a-good-job-is-not-so-hard-to-find.
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degrees increased by more than two-fifths.22 While 
technology has increased living standards overall, it 
has made it harder for some Americans to find jobs 
comparable to those they used to hold.

These changes will probably continue for the 
foreseeable future. computer programmers and 
engineers continue to push the envelope of what 
machines can do and what constitutes “routine” 
work. Jobs once viewed as impossible to automate 
now appear almost certain to be automated. Google 
has already developed self-driving cars—an innova-
tion that will probably eliminate taxi driving within 
a few decades. california engineers have invented 
a machine that can cook almost 400 gourmet ham-
burgers per hour.23 rFID tags could eliminate check-
out aisles in stores, taking the jobs of many cashiers 
with them.

Particular Challenges for Low-Skilled Men. 
men with fewer job skills face particular challeng-
es in today’s labor market. Technology has affected 
them especially strongly—far more men than women 
work in manufacturing, an industry especially con-
ducive to automation. many men formerly employed 
in routine manufacturing occupations moved into 
the construction sector, only to see those jobs van-
ish along with the housing bubble.

moreover, social changes since the 1970s have 
brought women into the labor market en masse. 
Over the successive decades women have shattered 
glass ceiling after glass ceiling, competing for jobs 
that were once the exclusive domain of men.

A supply and demand model would predict that 
increased employer demand for female employees 
would raise women’s wages. It also predicts that 
large numbers of new workers competing for jobs 
would put downward pressure on men’s pay. The 
congressional budget Office finds exactly that hap-
pened. between 1979 and 2009 the real wages of the 

median male worker rose just 8 percent, while the 
real wages of the median female workers increased 
37 percent.24 While the overall labor market has 
improved over the past generation, many men under-
standably feel this growth has left them behind.

The Need to Boost Productivity in the U.S.
The challenge facing struggling middle-class 

workers remains how to become more skilled or 
find more new ways to use their existing skills pro-
ductively in a changing economy. If they do, their 
pay will rise commensurately. Policymakers need to 
pursue policies that will help workers do this.

Average Pay Closely Follows Productivi-
ty. many on the left contend that workers’ pay has 
grown disconnected from their productivity. They 
argue that workers have grown more and more 
productive over the past generation, yet have seen 
barely any increase in their pay. A superficial anal-
ysis of the data appears to support their argument. 
between 1973 and 2014, productivity more than 
doubled while a prominent government survey finds 
wages stagnated. many on the left look at these fig-
ures and conclude employers have expropriated the 
wealth their employees have created.25

However, these wage and productivity figures 
come from different surveys that are not directly 
comparable. making an apples-to-apples compari-
son requires looking at total compensation, not just 
cash wages, and adjusting pay and productivity with 
the same measure of inflation.26 Noncash benefits 
have become an increasingly large share of workers’ 
earnings over the past generation. Furthermore, a 
large part of the apparent gap between productiv-
ity and pay stems from differences in the method-
ologies used to adjust for inflation. This says more 
about differences in mathematical formulas than 
anything else.

22. James Sherk, “Technology Explains Drop in Manufacturing Jobs,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2476, October 12, 2010,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2010/10/technology-explains-drop-in-manufacturing-jobs.

23. See Momentum Machines, “The Next Generation of Fast Food,” http://momentummachines.com/ (accessed September 19, 2014).

24. Congressional Budget Office, “Changes in the Distribution of Workers’ Hourly Wages Between 1979 and 2009,” February 2011, p. 5, Table 1, 
http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/ftpdocs/120xx/doc12051/02-16-wagedispersion.pdf (accessed September 19, 2014).

25. William A. Galston, “Closing the Productivity and Pay Gap,” The Wall Street Journal, February 18, 2014,  
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303945704579391070814416410 (accessed August 8, 2014).

26. Heritage Foundation calculations using data from U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Labor Productivity and Costs,” 
Nonfarm Business Sector, Q1 1973–Q2 2014. Total compensation inflation was adjusted with the implicit price deflator. For more information 
on this methodology, see James Sherk, “Productivity and Compensation: Growing Together,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2825,  
July 17, 2013, http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2013/07/productivity-and-compensation-growing-together.
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chart 1 shows the real relationship between 
worker compensation and productivity. While pro-
ductivity has more than doubled over the past 41 
years, average hourly compensation has risen almost 
as fast—86 percent.

The remaining difference still overstates the 
gap between pay and productivity. chart 1 does not 
account for depreciation. computers and robots 
break down—or become obsolete—faster than build-
ings. Depreciation rates have increased as busi-
nesses have increased their use of technology. This 
reduces net income available to pay workers without 
affecting gross productivity. As the liberal econo-
mist Dean baker put it, “[N]o one can eat deprecia-

tion.”27 Faster depreciation accounts for one-fourth 
to one-half of the remaining gap.28

Federal reserve board economists also believe 
that the official statistics overestimate productiv-
ity growth. They find that problems with how the 
government measures prices causes savings from 
using inexpensive imports to show up as productiv-
ity gains.29 Some or all of the remaining gap between 
measured pay and productivity is a statistical illu-
sion: Productivity has not grown quite as fast as the 
official figures suggest.

Average pay has closely followed average pro-
ductivity over the past generation. On the whole, 
employees have been paid according to the value 

27. Dean Baker, “Behind the Gap Between Productivity and Wage Growth,” Center for Economic and Policy Research Issue Brief, February 2007, 
http://www.cepr.net/documents/publications/0702_productivity.pdf (accessed September 19, 2014).

28. Sherk, “Productivity and Compensation: Growing Together,” pp. 10–12.

29. Susan Houseman et al., “Offshoring Bias in U.S. Manufacturing,” Journal of Economic Perspectives, Vol. 25, No. 2 (Spring 2011), pp. 111–132, and 
Benjamin R. Mandel, “Offshoring, Terms of Trade and the Measurement of U.S. Productivity Growth,” presentation at the Washington Area 
International Trade Symposium at George Washington University, Washington, DC, March 11, 2011,  
http://www.gwu.edu/~iiep/waits/documents/Mandel-Offshoring.pdf (accessed September 19, 2014).
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they have created. Workers have generally received 
the fruits of their labor.

Average Earnings vs. Typical Earnings. The 
primary problem is that the productivity growth of 
many workers has lagged well behind the average. 
The earnings of many households have not risen 
nearly as quickly as the pay of the “average house-
hold.” Table 1 shows congressional budget Office 
(cbO) data on (inflation-adjusted) compensation 
growth among nonelderly households without chil-
dren between 1979 and 2010.30 These figures report 
only market income. They do not include either 
changes in taxes or government benefits.31

Americans at all income levels have grown 
wealthier over the past generation. The poor and 
middle class grew along with those at the top. How-
ever, earnings grew fastest at the top and bottom of 
the income distribution, with slower growth in the 
middle. The pay of workers with routine skills has 
grown more slowly as technology has reduced their 
relative productivity. The cbO’s data illustrate the 
polarization of earnings as well as employment.

The Disappointing 2000s. moreover, labor 
market conditions slowed for most workers in the 
2000s. employment in less-skilled jobs has contin-
ued to grow, but the supply of workers willing to fill 
those jobs has risen commensurately. Thus, while 
job polarization produced rapidly rising wages in 
lower-skill jobs in the 1980s and 1990s, wage growth 
in these occupations has slowed significantly since 
the tech bubble burst.32

The labor market’s woes have also affected more 
highly skilled workers. The proportion of workers in 

“high-skill” jobs declined slightly in the 2000s. While 
employers want to hire many more highly skilled 
workers than they hired in the 1980s, the proportion 
of workers in these occupations has fallen slightly 

since the peak of the tech bubble. employers appear 
to have “overinvested” in highly skilled workers and 
have found that they do not need quite as many as 
previously believed.33

However, the supply of highly educated workers 
has not decreased. As a result, wage growth among 
new college graduates also stalled in the 2000s. 
many college graduates have had to accept moder-
ately skilled jobs that do not require a college degree, 
pushing the workers who would have filled those 

30. The CBO reports detailed income breakdowns for three categories of households: elderly households, nonelderly households without 
children, and nonelderly households with children. Nonelderly households without children were chosen to control for demographic 
changes and minimize the impact of rising numbers of two-income parent households—a phenomenon that raises household incomes 
irrespective of wage rates.

31. These figures differ from those reported in average hourly compensation in Chart 1 for several reasons: (1) They measure the period 1979–
2010, not 1973–2014; (2) they are inflation adjusted with the Personal Consumption Expenditures price index, not the Implicit Price Deflator; 
and (3) they measure the income of nonelderly households with children, not all workers.

32. David H. Autor, “Polanyi’s Paradox and the Shape of Employment Growth,” presented at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City’s economic 
policy symposium “Re-Evaluating Labor Market Dynamics,” Jackson Hole, WY, August 22, 2014, pp. 42–43, Figures 6 and 7,  
http://www.kc.frb.org/publicat/sympos/2014/093014.pdf (accessed September 19, 2014).

33. Paul Beaudry, David A. Green, and Benjamin M. Sand, “The Great Reversal in the Demand for Skill and Cognitive Tasks,” March 2013,  
http://www.nber.org/papers/w18901 (accessed August 8, 2014), and Autor and Price, “The Changing Task Composition of the US Labor Market.”

TAbLe 1

Infl ation-Adjusted Market Income 
Growth Among Nonelderly 
Households Without Children

FOR 1979–2010

BG 2962 heritage.org

Bottom Quintile 45%
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Note: “All Households” includes business owners with 
negative incomes. The quintile breakdown does not.
Source: Congressional Budget Offi  ce, “The Distribution of 
Household Income and Federal Taxes, 2010,” December 
2013, http://www.cbo.gov/publication/44604 (accessed 
September 30, 2014). 
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jobs into less skilled positions.34 even many well-
educated workers now worry about their prospects 
in today’s labor market.

Labor Policy and Occupational Licensing
regrettably, many government policies have 

made the labor market even less hospitable to dis-
placed workers. For example, nearly every state 
engages in widespread occupational licensing.

For some occupations this makes perfect sense. 
mandatory government-imposed qualifications can 
protect consumers from quacks who could endanger 
health or safety. No one wants a poorly trained sur-
geon operating on them or an uneducated pharma-
cist filling their prescription. However, occupational 
licensing now extends far beyond jobs with serious 
health and safety concerns. One-third of all jobs in 
the economy now require a government license to 
work in them.35

Just as OPEC reduces the oil supply 
to drive up its price, licensing restricts 
access to jobs in order to raise wages.

For example, all 50 states license cosmetologists, 
and every state except Alabama licenses barbers. On 
average, workers must complete more than a year of 
training before applying for either job.36 Yet these 
licenses do nothing to protect public safety. Unli-
censed hair braiders pose no health risk. Nor do 
states need licensing to protect quality. consumers 
can easily shop around, and for most men the dif-
ference between a good haircut and a bad haircut is 
three weeks.

Further, many occupations are licensed in only 
some states, suggesting the remaining states found 

licensing unnecessary. In 39 states, working as 
a massage therapist requires a license, 24 states 
license school sports coaches, 13 states require gov-
ernment permission to bartend, three states and 
the District of columbia license interior designers, 
and Louisiana licenses florists.37 Apparently, the 49 
other states see no compelling need to protect con-
sumers from ugly flower arrangements.

Licensing requirements also vary considerably 
from state to state. For example, 10 states require 
landscaping contractors to be licensed. Some of 
these states have moderate requirements, such as 
Arkansas, which requires an application and $150 
fee. Others, such as North carolina, make it quite 
onerous by requiring three years of study or experi-
ence in the field before becoming a contractor. Near-
by Tennessee does not license landscape contractors 
at all.38 If residents face genuine safety risks, why 
would three nearby states have such radically differ-
ent legal requirements for the same job?

Licensing Creates a Labor Cartel. In fact, 
researchers find that most pressure to license an 
occupation comes from its practitioners, not the 
public. Professional associations frequently lobby 
state legislatures to impose licensing requirements 
on their occupation. These laws often “grandfather” 
existing practitioners, exempting them from the 
new standards.39

Why would anyone want the government to make 
it harder to work in their field?

Licensing reduces the competition by making 
entry into the licensed occupation more difficult. 
This locks out many prospective job seekers. Laid-
off workers in Alabama could start cutting hair for 
a living the next day. If they lived in Tennessee, they 
would first need to study for 1,500 hours in a regis-
tered barber school.40 Very few unemployed workers 
can afford either the time or the tuition to do that. 

34. Beaudry et al., “The Great Reversal in the Demand for Skill and Cognitive Tasks,” and Augor and Price, “The Changing Task Composition of the 
US Labor Market.”

35. Morris Kleiner and Alan Krueger, “Analyzing the Extent and Influence of Occupational Licensing on the Labor Market,” Journal of Labor 
Economics, Vol. 31, No. 2, Part 2 (April 2013), pp. S173–S202.

36. Dick M. Carpenter et al., “License to Work: A National Study of Burdens from Occupational Licensing,” Institute for Justice, May 2012, Table 3, 
http://ij.org/licensetowork (accessed September 19, 2014).

37. Ibid.

38. Ibid.

39. Morris Kleiner, Licensing Occupations: Ensuring Quality or Restricting Competition? W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, 2006, p. 31.

40. Tennessee Department of Commerce and Insurance, Board of Barber Examiners, “Individual License Requirements,” http://www.tn.gov/
regboards/barber/licRequirements.shtml#MBarber (accessed December 9, 2014).
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Licensing reduces the supply of potential workers in 
an occupation. This in turn drives up the wages of 
those who remain.

economists have a term for an institution that 
restricts the supply of a good or service in order to 
raise its price: a cartel. Just as OPec reduces the oil 
supply to drive up its price, licensing restricts access 
to jobs in order to raise wages.

Occupational licensing benefits those inside the 
cartel. economists estimate that it inflates wages in 
regulated occupations by an average of 18 percent.41 
However, as with all cartels, these gains come at the 
cost of even greater losses to the rest of society.

excessive licensing hurts those without licens-
es in two ways. First, the inflated wages are passed 
onto consumers in the form of higher prices. Sec-
ond, unnecessary licensing freezes out many unem-
ployed workers from job opportunities. The gov-
ernment has effectively walled off one-third of the 
economy to them. They cannot apply to work as a 
barber, florist (in Louisiana), or landscape contrac-
tor without jumping through expensive hoops. As a 
result, they look for work in jobs with fewer open-
ings and that are a poorer fit. The increased supply 
of workers pushed into unlicensed occupations also 
drives down wages in those jobs. excess licensing 
forces the unemployed to look longer for work and 
accept lower wages when they find it.

Labor economists have found that the economic 
losses to the workers outside a labor cartel exceed 
the gains to the members inside it.42 In the aggre-
gate, excessive licensing harms consumers and job 
seekers more than it benefits licensed employees. 
Licensing redistributes income from less-well-paid 

unlicensed workers to more highly paid licensed 
workers, with additional economic losses coming 
from inefficiently high prices, longer job searches, 
and poorer job matches.

Those with occupational licenses like this 
arrangement. Professional associations fiercely 
resist any attempt to remove licensing requirements, 
but the evidence shows most occupational licens-
es do little to protect safety or improve quality.43 
Instead, licenses primarily redistribute income to 
politically favored insiders at the expense of those 
with less political clout. In public choice terminol-
ogy, licensing is a form of “rent seeking.”

The government could improve job opportuni-
ties and welfare throughout the economy by scal-
ing back licensing requirements. This would expand 
opportunity for those harmed by the slow recovery 
or increasing automation. reducing artificial barri-
ers to work would give them more ways to get ahead.

even liberal economists recognize this. Alan 
Kreuger and morris Kleiner have done some of the 
best academic research on the problem of exces-
sive licensing.44 Krueger served as the chairman of 
President Obama’s council of economic Advisers. 
Kleiner sits as the AFL-cIO chair of Labor Policy in 
the Humphrey School of Public Policy at the Univer-
sity of minnesota. Prominent liberal activists Dean 
baker and matthew Yglesias have also called for 
scaling back licensing.45

Labor Unions: Labor Cartels. Perhaps surpris-
ingly, most liberal activists—including many who 
recognize the damage of excessive licensing—pre-
scribe reinvigorating another type of labor cartel 
to boost job opportunities: unions. Private-sector 

41. Kleiner and Krueger, “Analyzing the Extent and Influence of Occupational Licensing on the Labor Market.”

42. George Borjas, Labor Economics, 3rd ed. (Columbus, OH: McGraw-Hill, 2005), pp. 413–415. The efficiency implications for a cartel formed by 
occupational licensing follows that of one formed by labor unions.

43. Kleiner, Licensing Occupations, pp. 43–65; Morris Kleiner and Robert Kudrle, “Does Regulation Affect Economic Outcomes? The Case of 
Dentistry,” Journal of Law and Economics, Vol. 43, No. 2 (October 2000), pp. 547–582; and Dick Carpenter, “Blooming Nonsense: Experiment 
Reveals Louisiana’s Florist Licensing Scheme as Pointless and Anti-Competitive,” Institute for Justice, March 2010,  
http://www.ij.org/blooming-nonsense-experiment-reveals-louisianas-florist-licensing-scheme-as-pointless-and-anit-competitive  
(accessed September 19, 2014).

44. Kleiner and Krueger, “Analyzing the Extent and Influence of Occupational Licensing on the Labor Market,” and Morris Kleiner and Alan Krueger, 
“The Prevalence and Effects of Occupational Licensing,” British Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. 48, No. 4 (December 2010), pp. 676–687.

45. Matthew Yglesias, “Licensed to Decorate,” Slate, May 20, 2012,  
http://hive.slate.com/hive/10-rules-starting-small-business/article/licensed-to-decorate (accessed August 8, 2014); Matthew Yglesias, 

“Occupational Licensing Run Amok,” Think Progress, December 3, 2009,  
http://thinkprogress.org/yglesias/2009/12/03/195315/occupational-licensing-run-amok/ (accessed August 8, 2014); and Dean Baker, The 
Conservative Nanny State (Washington, DC: Center for Economic and Policy Research, 2006),  
http://manybooks.net/titles/bakerdother09conservative_nanny_state.html (accessed September 19, 2014).
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union density has fallen below 7 percent—a two-
thirds drop in the past generation.46 Liberal econ-
omists argue that expanding union membership 
would improve opportunities for workers. They sup-
port questionable measures, such as eliminating 
secret ballots in union elections to increase union 
membership.47 Indeed, rejuvenating union member-
ship has become a central labor policy prescription 
from the left.

Unions are labor cartels that  
benefit their members at  
the expense of society.

However, labor unions raise wages the same way 
that occupational licenses do—by creating a labor 
cartel that restricts access to jobs. Like occupation-
al licenses, unions reduce the labor supply. While 
licenses directly reduce employment, which then 
raises wages, unions directly increase wages, which 
reduces the number of workers that companies hire. 
both approaches have the same economic conse-
quences: higher wages in unionized industries at the 
cost of fewer jobs, higher prices, and lower wages in 

non-union firms. As with occupational licenses, the 
union labor cartel benefits its members at the cost of 
greater losses to everyone else.48

For example, the Detroit automakers General 
motors, Ford, and chrysler once comprised nearly 
the entire U.S. auto market. The United Auto Work-
ers (UAW) in turn organized almost their entire 
workforces. This gave the union a monopoly on hour-
ly labor in the auto industry. Unless the automakers 
paid what the union demanded, the workers would 
strike. The big Three repeatedly caved to union 
demands. Until the financial crisis, the automakers 
paid more than $70 an hour in wages and benefits.49

UAW members benefitted tremendously from 
their union’s monopoly. many high school graduates 
in Detroit earned more than scientists with PhDs.50 
However, the union also made American drivers 
poorer. The union premium added roughly $800 to 
the cost of every Detroit vehicle.51 The automakers 
passed those costs onto consumers, and drivers paid 
higher monthly car payments. These higher costs also 
priced a new vehicle out of reach for many Americans. 
consequently, the automakers sold fewer cars and 
needed fewer workers, as did their (potentially non-
union) suppliers in the steel, plastic, and other indus-
tries. The workers who would have been employed in 

46. News release, “Union Members—2013,” U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, January 24, 2014,  
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/union2.pdf (accessed August 8, 2014).

47. See Lawrence Mishel, Richard B. Freeman, and Frank Levy, “The Employee Free Choice Act Is Needed to Restore Balance in the Labor Market,” 
Economic Policy Institute, February 24, 2009,  
http://www.epi.org/publication/prominent_economists_call_for_passage_of_the_employee_free_choice_act/ (accessed September 19, 2014). 
For details on the problem of eliminating secret ballot elections in organizing drives, see James Sherk and Paul Kersey, “How the Employee 
Free Choice Act Takes Away Workers’ Rights,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 2027, April 23, 2007,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2007/04/full-text-how-the-employee-free-choice-act-takes-away-workers-rights.

48. Borjas, Labor Economics, pp. 413–415.

49. James Sherk, “Auto Bailout Ignores Excessive Labor Costs,” Heritage Foundation WebMemo No. 2135, November 19, 2008,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2008/11/auto-bailout-ignores-excessive-labor-costs. Many in the media claim the $70 per hour 
figure included the legacy cost of previous retirees. It did not. It included the discounted value of future retirement and health benefits that 
current workers earned while on the job. See James Sherk, “UAW Workers Actually Cost the Big Three Automakers $70 an Hour,” Heritage 
Foundation WebMemo No. 2162, December 8, 2008,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2008/12/uaw-workers-actually-cost-the-big-three-automakers-70-an-hour.

50. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Occupational Employment and Wages, May 2007: 19-1029 Biological Scientists, All Other,” 
April 3, 2008, http://www.bls.gov/oes/2007/may/oes191029.htm (accessed September 19, 2014), and “Occupational Employment and Wages, 
May 2007: 19-1011 Animal Scientists,” April 3, 2008, http://www.bls.gov/oes/2007/may/oes191011.htm (accessed September 19, 2014).

51. Heritage Foundation calculations were based on an average $30 per hour difference in compensation costs in 2006 for hourly employees 
in the Big Three over an average of 30 hours per unit, with hourly employees making up 73 percent of all U.S. employees, as well as union 
contracts adding an additional two hours per unit to construction times at General Motors relative to Toyota. See Sherk, “Auto Bailout 
Ignores Excessive Labor Costs”; Sherk, “UAW Workers Actually Cost the Big Three Automakers $70 an Hour”; U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission, “General Motors Corporation: Annual Report Pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 for the Year 
Ended December 31, 2006,” http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/40730/000095012407001502/k11916e10vk.htm  
(accessed September 19, 2014); and HARBOUR Consulting, “The HARBOUR Report: 2007 North America Press Release,”  
http://www.autonews.com/assets/PDF/CA2018861.PDF (accessed September 19, 2014).
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the auto industry and its suppliers worked elsewhere, 
slightly reducing wages in those sectors.52

The UAW’s monopoly on auto labor meant higher 
wages for its members, but higher prices, fewer cars, 
and fewer jobs in the auto industry and lower wages 
outside it. Unions are labor cartels that benefit their 
members at the expense of society.

Competition Undermines Cartels. Fortu-
nately, competition has undermined the union car-
tel. When non-union competitors enter a market, 
their lower costs enable them to sell at lower pric-
es. Unionized companies must match these prices—
and costs—or they lose customers. Thus, non-union 
competition limits the power of unions to benefit 
their members at the expense of others.

Detroit again illustrates this. Starting in the late 
1970s foreign automakers gave Americans the choice 
to buy less expensive cars made by non-union work-
ers, and car buyers voted with their wallets. “Foreign” 
nameplates—many built in the U.S. with American 
workers—now sell a majority of vehicles in the U.S.53 
competition meant more affordable cars, lower 
costs for consumers, more jobs, and the collapse of 
unionized Detroit.54 UAW members now enjoy much 
less generous benefit packages. New hires in Detroit 
actually make less than their non-union counter-
parts in the foreign automakers.55

Over the past generation, deregulation and free 
trade have made the American economy much more 
competitive. As a result, the union movement no 
longer has much power to impose costs on others to 
benefit its members. Studies find wages do not rise at 
most newly unionized companies.56

Despite liberal laments, the decline of unions 
has benefitted most workers. Unions do not—and 
cannot—simply redistribute from “the rich.” While 
unions harm businesses’ profitability, they also hurt 
low-income and middle-income workers. The higher 
prices imposed by unions hurt rich, poor, and mid-
dle-class consumers alike, but lower-income work-
ers feel the sting of price increases more acutely. 
restricting jobs in unionized companies reduces 
demand in related industries and pushes more work-
ers into the non-union sector. both effects depress 
the pay of non-union employees.57 most of the 
income that unions redistribute comes from other 
workers, not stockowners.

Policy Reforms
creating labor cartels—whether through occu-

pational licensing or unions—will not produce 
general prosperity. Government should get out 
of the business of mandating such restraints on 
trade. Instead, policymakers should make it easi-
er and less expensive for workers to increase their 
skills and productivity. Policymakers should make 
reform of basic education a high priority, and the 
government should make it less difficult for work-
ers to acquire the more advanced skills needed by 
today’s employers.

At the same time, the government should make 
it easier for workers to use their existing skills 
more productively. Not every worker needs a col-
lege degree. The government should expand access 
to new job opportunities to help current workers get 
ahead. The government should relax or eliminate 

52. These are known as “crowding” and “complements” models. In the crowding model, the reduction of jobs in the union sector pushes workers 
into the non-union sector, lowering their wages. In the complements model, reduced demand for the goods of unionized companies because 
of higher prices also reduces the demand and hence wages for non-union workers, whose jobs are connected to that sector (e.g., suppliers to 
the unionized industry).

53. “Auto Sales,” The Wall Street Journal, August 1, 2014, http://online.wsj.com/mdc/public/page/2_3022-autosales.html (accessed August 8, 2014).

54. Barry Hirsch, “Sluggish Institutions in a Dynamic World: Can Unions and Industrial Competition Coexist?” Journal of Economic Perspectives,  
Vol. 22, No. 1 (Winter 2008), pp. 153–176.

55. Sean McAlinden and Kristin Dziczek, “2011 Detroit 3-UAW Labor Contract Negotiations,” Center for Automotive Research Research Paper, 
November 2011, http://www.cargroup.org/?module=Publications&event=View&pubID=36 (accessed August 8, 2014).

56. Robert J. Lalonde, Gerard Marschke, and Kenneth Troske, “Using Longitudinal Data on Establishments to Analyze the Effects of Union 
Organizing Campaigns in the United States,” Annales d’Economie et de Statistique, Vol. 41/42 (January–June 1996), pp. 155–185,  
http://annales.ensae.fr/anciens/n4142/vol4142-08.pdf (accessed September 19, 2014); Richard B. Freeman and Morris M. Kleiner, “The 
Impact of New Unionization on Wages and Working Conditions,” Journal of Labor Economics, Vol. 8, No. 1 (January 1990), pp. S8–S25; John 
DiNardo and David S. Lee, “Economic Impacts of New Unionization on Private Sector Employers: 1984–2001,” The Quarterly Journal of 
Economics, Vol. 119, No. 4 (November 2004), pp. 1383–1441.

57. David Neumark and Michael L. Wachter, “Union Effects on Nonunion Wages: Evidence from Panel Data on Industries and Cities,” Industrial 
and Labor Relations Review, Vol. 49, No. 1 (October 1995), pp. 20–38.
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policies that unnecessarily restrain innovation and 
investment in key sectors, such as energy production.

Boosting U.S. Productivity. education and 
skills have become much more important in today’s 
economy. Helping current and prospective work-
ers become more skilled would do much more for 
them than almost any other policy. Workers’ pay has 
tracked their productivity over the past generation. 
As employees have become more productive, market 
forces have compelled businesses to pay them more.

The government can take many steps to help, 
most importantly by improving public education 
and making college less expensive:

 n Reforming K–12 education. Too many American 
schools fail to prepare their students for the mod-
ern workforce. One-fourth of U.S. 12th graders 
read below a basic level.58 One in seven American 
adults are functionally illiterate.59 Anyone lacking 
basic reading skills will have great difficulty get-
ting ahead. States should immediately end edu-
cation policies, such as extremely onerous firing 
procedures, that serve the adults who run public 
schools at the expense of the children who need to 
learn. Union job protections make it prohibitively 
difficult for schools to remove ineffective teach-
ers. economists have found that replacing the 5 
percent to 8 percent of least effective teachers 
with average quality teachers would dramatically 
increase the lifetime earnings of their students.60

 n Expanding access to charter and private 
schools. Opportunity scholarships and charter 
schools expand educational options, enabling 
parents to send their children to schools better 

suited to them. This makes them more produc-
tive workers as adults. researchers find that stu-
dents who have scholarships to attend private 
schools or who attend public charter schools are 
much more likely to graduate high school.61 A 
new mathematica study also found that going to 
charter schools increases children’s earnings as 
adults. The researchers found that Florida youth 
who enrolled in charter high schools earned an 
average of 12.7 percent more—more than $2,300 
per year—when they reached their mid-20s.62 
Improving education makes workers more pro-
ductive, which raises their earnings.

 n Reducing the cost of higher education. Tech-
nology has made non-routine cognitive, social, 
and analytical skills more important than ever 
before. A college degree has become a prereq-
uisite for most high-paying jobs in the economy. 
This has dramatically increased the demand to 
attend college over the past generation. regretta-
bly, the supply of college openings has increased 
only modestly. Federal accreditation require-
ments make starting a new school very expensive. 
This combination of rising demand and limited 
supply has combined to send college tuition costs 
surging. As Stuart butler and Lindsey burke 
have written, the government should reform 
accreditation to increase access to college educa-
tion, while ensuring state regulators do not stop 
low-cost innovations such as massively Open 
Online courses, which could make education 
dramatically less expensive.63 Lower costs would 
facilitate gaining the skills and productivity that 
enable workers to earn more.

58. U.S. Department of Education, “The Nation’s Report Card: 2013 Grade 12 Reading and Mathematics Results,”  
http://nationsreportcard.gov/reading_math_g12_2013/#/what-knowledge (accessed September 19, 2014).

59. Institute of Education Sciences, National Center for Educational Statistics, National Assessment of Adult Literacy, 1992 and 2003,  
http://nces.ed.gov/naal/kf_demographics.asp (accessed September 19, 2014).

60. Eric Hanushek, “The Economic Value of Higher Teacher Quality,” Economics of Education Review, Vol. 30, No. 3 (June 2011), pp. 466–479, and 
Raj Chetty, John N. Friedman, and Jonah E. Rockoff, “Measuring the Impacts of Teachers II: Teacher Value-Added and Student Outcomes in 
Adulthood,” American Economic Review, Vol. 104, No. 9 (September 2014), pp. 2633–2679.

61. Lindsey M. Burke and Rachel Sheffield, “School Choice in America 2011: Educational Opportunity Reaches New Heights,” Heritage Foundation 
Backgrounder No. 2597, August 17, 2011,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2011/08/school-choice-in-america-2011-educational-opportunity-reaches-new-heights.

62. Kevin Booker et al., “Charter High Schools’ Effects on Long-Term Attainment and Earnings,” Mathematica Policy Research Working Paper,  
January 2014, http://www.mathematica-mpr.com/~/media/publications/PDFs/education/charter_long-term_wp.pdf (accessed August 8, 2014).

63. Lindsey M. Burke and Stuart M. Butler, “Accreditation: Removing the Barrier to Higher Education Reform,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder 
No. 2728, September 21, 2012,  
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2012/09/accreditation-removing-the-barrier-to-higher-education-reform.
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New Uses for Existing Skills. reforming the 
U.S. education system to help students learn more 
effectively would make them more productive work-
ers as adults, but such reforms would address only 
part of the problems in the labor market. employ-
ers do not need every worker to have a college degree, 
as the recent stagnation in pay for college graduates 
attests. moreover, going back to school makes little 
sense for many workers. Policymakers can further 
improve the labor market by creating new opportu-
nities for workers to use their existing skills more 
productively. Such policies include:

 n Breaking down licensing barriers. States 
should replace most occupational licenses with 
certification systems. Under a certification sys-
tem, practitioners can complete criteria to adver-
tise themselves as government certified. How-
ever, certification does not prevent uncertified 
practitioners from working. They simply can-
not advertise themselves as certified. certifi-
cation eliminates the labor cartel that occupa-
tional licenses create, while providing a signal 
of quality to consumers. States should establish 
legal frameworks to determine whether a suffi-
ciently pressing health or safety risk outweighs 
the negative effects of licensing. Almost any job 
could involve some safety risk, but that does not 
justify walling off those occupations to job seek-
ers. The government should only license occupa-
tions with pressing health or safety risks. This 
would expand the non-routine job opportunities 
available to workers with routine skills displaced 
by modern technology. It would enable them to 
move into jobs in which they can use their exist-
ing skills more productively.

 n An open environment for innovation. New 
innovations are creating jobs for tens of thou-
sands of Americans. Food trucks have enabled 
Americans without the capital to open a brick-
and-mortar restaurant to start their own res-
taurants. UberX has enabled many ordinary 
car owners to make tens of thousands of dollars 
outside their regular jobs.64 Such innovations 
enable workers who might otherwise face bleak 
job prospects to get ahead. regrettably, existing 

businesses do not like the competition. restau-
rant associations have heavily lobbied local gov-
ernments to zone food trucks out of existence. 
Taxi associations have successfully persuaded 
some cities, including Seattle and miami, to ban 
UberX. Americans should not need their com-
petitors’ permission to work, and the government 
should stop suppressing disruptive innovations 
that have enabled tens of thousands of workers to 
get ahead.

 n Expanding domestic energy production. Oil 
and natural gas drilling requires extensive non-
routine manual labor. many workers displaced 
from factories or the construction sector could 
earn a good living in the energy-extraction sector. 
America has trillions of dollars of oil and natural 
gas. regrettably, federal policy has locked vast 
quantities of these resources away from produc-
tion. congress should open more federal lands to 
oil and natural gas production, while requiring 
regulatory agencies to quickly approve permits 
for new oil and gas pipelines and liquid natural 
gas export terminals. This would create hun-
dreds of thousands of new, relatively high-paying 
blue-collar jobs for workers with manual skills.

Conclusion
The labor market has changed dramatically over 

the past generation. computers have automated 
many of tasks that humans once performed, while 
women have entered the labor market in large num-
bers. On the whole, these changes have benefited 
workers, especially women. Yet these changes have 
hurt many workers, particularly men with routine 
skills. moreover, the Great recession and the slow 
recovery following it have harmed the job prospects 
of workers across the country.

Government policies have also added to the chal-
lenges facing displaced workers. excessive occu-
pational licensing creates labor cartels that benefit 
some workers at the expense of society overall. The 
unemployed need government licenses to apply for 
one-third of jobs in the economy, including jobs such 
as barbers that present few health risks. These car-
tels raise wages in occupations by making it harder 
for the unemployed to enter them.

64. Disclosure: The spouse of an executive of Heritage Action for America, Inc., an affiliate of The Heritage Foundation, is an executive of Uber, 
Inc..
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The government should not try to raise wages by 
restricting access to jobs through either licensing 
or union cartels. Instead, policymakers should help 
workers to increase their skills or use their exist-
ing skills more effectively. Workers’ pay has closely 
tracked their productivity over the past generation. 
reforms to increase the quality and reduce the cost 
of education would expand opportunity for millions 
of workers. Further reforms—such as eliminating 
unneeded licensing, expanding domestic energy 
production, and breaking down barriers to innova-
tion—would help many more workers to get ahead.

The government should stop hindering workers 
who are trying to achieve the American Dream.

—James Sherk is Senior Policy Analyst in Labor 
Economics in the Center for Data Analysis, of the 
Institute for Economic Freedom and Opportunity, at 
The Heritage Foundation.


